Managed FireMon
Business Requirement
Reduce the burden of managing your
firewalls in your network.
Managing complex networks and firewall installations with
multiple devices from different vendors in use, is fraught with
difficulties and the risk to inadvertently leave security gaps.
This solution allows rules and configurations to be compared
and see their impact across the network, reducing complexity
and improving security posture therefore reducing the time and
cost to implement business critical network changes.
This allows effective security management by understanding
configurations in real-time, intelligent planning of ongoing
changes, and a holistic view of your security posture.

Logicalis Solution
Logicalis offers a solution with advanced
functionality to effectively manage the
security of large, complex network
environments.
Logicalis’ FireMon solution provides enterprise security
management software that gives companies deeper visibility and
tighter control over their network security infrastructure.
FireMon’s integrated solutions suite enables customers to
analyse and identify network risk, proactively eliminate those
vulnerabilities and strengthen security throughout the
organisation, and reduce the cost of security operations and
compliance.

Business Benefits
Clean-up your firewall rules to reduce risk, complexity and
unnecessary access.
Engineer new rules faster and more accurately.
Track all changes to the firewall.
Enforce compliance and continuous policy assessment.
Measure your exposed risk.
Stop attacks before they propagate.
Increase efficiency with prioritised vulnerabilities.
Prepare zero-day exposure.
Real time security policy change management
Continuous monitoring of network devices.
Audit log of all changes.
Extensible analysis and reporting.
Proactive Security Intelligence
Continuously analyse, visualise and improve your existing
network security infrastructure.
Visibility and continuous monitoring

Logicalis’ Managed Security
Services
Logicalis has a unique capability to build, host, support and
manage any size of communications and computing
infrastructure. Accredited by the leading security vendors and
managed service providers, Logicalis operates UK Managed
Service Centres and in-house UK Tier 3 managed hosting
facilities.

Service Value

About the Team

The insight and control delivered by the solution suite enables
the IT and security teams to take an educated and coordinated
approach to network planning and protection, helping
companies automatically find and fix potential problem areas
before they impact the network. It consists of several
components:

Our dedicated security professionals are certified and trained in
security disciplines and methodologies. The Value that the
Logicalis Managed security Services security adds is not limited
to our extensive security team in the SOC Security Operations
Centre that help with correlation of endpoint security events.

Security Manager—makes daily operations more efficient,
providing powerful configuration analysis and proactively
reducing risk.
Policy Planner—a web-based system for collecting firewall
change tickets, recommending rule changes, and allowing for
audit validation. Policy Planner enables IT security
organisations to gain significant efficiency by automating the
change process and giving firewall administrators the tools to
make accurate and compliant rule-base changes.
Risk Analyser—Introduces a new way to measure risk.
Instead of calculating threats and vulnerabilities, risk is
measured in hypothetical attacks, or attack scenarios.

Our seasoned team are skilled in deploying, maintaining,
alerting and reporting on security events that could potentially
result in security incidents.

Service Overview
Access Path Analysis
Attack Path Identification
Audit Log
Change Notifications
Change Reporting
Customised Analysis
Deep Network Risk Visibility
Expired Rules Tracking
Firewall Complexity Scoring
Firewall Policy Optimisation
HA Consistency
Hidden Rule Identification
Insight
Multi-tenant Permissions
Pre-change Compliance
PCI Analysis
Risk Measurement
Risk Recommendations
Risk Scoring
Rule and Object Usage
Rule Documentation
Security Topology
Traffic Flow Analysis

Protect your
Organisation
from an
Attack Across

the Network

